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HIGHLIGHTS

• Two CoNiGa FSMA samples, prepared by a novel hot extrusion method, were investigated by multiple characterisation techniques.
• The post-extrusion heat treatment resulted in homogeneous oligocrystalline microstructure and precipitation of $\gamma$-CoNiGa.
• $\gamma$ precipitation decreased the martensitic transformation temperatures by altering the chemical composition of the B2 matrix.
• The two samples exhibited significant differences in microstructural, magnetic, and mechanical properties.
• The heat-treated $\gamma$-precipitated sample exhibited improved ductility, higher transformation stress, and higher strength.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

Ferromagnetic shape-memory CoNiGa alloys have attracted much scientific interest due to their potential alternative use as high-temperature shape-memory alloys, bearing a high prospect for actuation and damping applications at elevated temperatures. Yet, polycrystalline CoNiGa, due to strong orientation dependence of transformation strains, suffers from intergranular fracture. Here, two multi-grain CoNiGa samples were prepared by a novel hot extrusion process that can promote favourable grain-boundary orientation distribution and improve the material’s mechanical behaviour. The samples were investigated by multiple methods and their microstructural, magnetic, and mechanical properties are reported. It is found that a post-extrusion solutionising heat treatment leads to the formation of a two-phase oligocrystalline homogeneous microstructure consisting of an
Martensitic transformation
Hot-extrusion
Laue three-dimensional neutron diffraction tomography

1. Introduction

Ferromagnetic shape-memory alloys (FSMA) are attractive materials for use in sensing and/or actuation applications because they feature large magnetic field-induced strains (MFIS) as well as shape-memory effect or pseudoelasticity, similar to conventional shape-memory alloys (SMA) [1–6]. The most extensively studied FSMA is the Heusler-type Ni$_2$MnGa ternary alloy [7–9]. Ni$_2$MnGa exhibits giant MFIS (up to 10%) and has good thermal stability [7,9]. However, its severe brittleness in the polycrystalline state limits its range of applications to single crystals and thin films. An attractive alternative to Ni$_2$MnGa is the ferromagnetic CoNiGa alloy that was originally developed as promising high-temperature SMA (HTSMA) [10]. It transforms from the high-temperature cubic B2 (CoNiGa-B2) phase into a low-temperature tetragonal L1$_0$ phase [11–14]. CoNiGa alloys are not as brittle as Ni$_2$MnGa and the overall ductility of the B2 matrix can be further improved by precipitation of the γ phase (disordered fcc-type A1) [10,11,13,14]. Single crystalline CoNiGa has been found to exhibit excellent shape-memory behaviour, reversible pseudoelastic strains of up to 8.6%, working temperatures of up to 500 °C and overall good functional stability [15–19]. Adding the reasonable cost of its alloying elements makes CoNiGa highly attractive for prospective applications.

Based on composition and heat treatments, CoNiGa alloys can feature elevated Curie temperatures ($T_C$) and martensitic start temperatures ($T_M$), making them indeed suitable HTSMA candidate materials [11,13,20,21]. Precipitation of the γ phase does improve the room- and high-temperature ductility of the alloys substantially, and, due to being Co-rich, it shifts the Curie temperature of the alloys to considerably high values. On the other hand, this negatively affects the Ms [22] and the overall shape-memory behaviour by altering the matrix composition and the phase fraction of transformable phases [20]: γ-CoNiGa does not undergo martensitic transformation and does not contribute to the shape-memory effect. Consequently, depending on its phase fraction, γ phase precipitation can suppress the martensitic transformation of CoNiGa alloys or degrade their functional properties.

In spite of their superior ductility, the functional properties of CoNiGa alloys are still best utilised with single crystals. In polycrystals, the small plastic deformability of the B2 matrix, in conjunction with the requirement for strain compatibility at grain boundaries and triple points, causes them to suffer from premature grain boundary failure upon thermo-mechanical loading. To overcome this problem, many efforts into tailoring the alloys’ microstructure have been made, including the formation of highly textured grain morphologies and oligorystalline bamboo-like structures, which can lead to significantly improved material performance [23]. In recent studies, a high temperature extrusion process was introduced as a means of promoting the formation of an oligocrystalline bamboo-like microstructure in CoNiGa [24,25]. The extrusion process is conducted at elevated temperatures and followed by a heat treatment, leading to the formation of an oligocrystalline microstructure as well as precipitation of the γ phase. A careful choice of temperatures and area reduction during extrusion, as well as suitable temperatures for the post-extrusion heat treatment, are needed to promote the formation of a near-bamboo-like microstructure giving rise to an adequate pseudoelastic response.

In the present study, the microstructure, as well as mechanical and magnetic properties of two hot-extruded CoNiGa samples were investigated. One sample was characterised in the as-extruded condition and the other after post-extrusion heat treatment. This allows for an insightful discussion of the effect of the different steps of the extrusion process on the mechanical, functional, and magnetic properties of the alloys. For the microstructural characterisation of the samples Laue three-dimensional neutron diffraction tomography (Laue 3DNDT) [26,27] and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in conjunction with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were employed. Compositional analysis was done using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in the SEM. For retrieving the magnetostuctural transition temperatures and saturation magnetisations, as well as to investigate the magnetic behaviour of the samples, magnetisation measurements were performed. Compression tests in conjunction with digital image correlation (DIC) and thermography were carried out to test and compare the ductility of the two samples and to monitor the deformation-induced martensitic phase transformation and plastic deformation.

2. Materials and methods

The CoNiGa alloy, with nominal composition 49Co-21Ni-30Ga (in at.%), was obtained in polycrystalline as-cast form from Sophisticated Alloys, USA. From the as-cast material, a cylinder with 80 mm length and an initial diameter of 8 mm was cut for hot extrusion. The cylinder was enclosed in a C45 steel can, initially heated up to 1473 K in a conventional furnace and then transferred to the heated extrusion device (2.5 MN Müller Engineering extrusion press). The hot encapsulated billet was then coated with glass fragments to guarantee sufficient lubrication during processing. With this approach the heat loss during transfer and coating was accounted for and the actual extrusion temperature of the CoNiGa alloy could be kept at 1173 K. The extrusion speed was set to 5 mm/s. After extrusion the CoNiGa cylinder was air-cooled. Upon single step extrusion the diameter of the cylinder was reduced by a factor of 2 to a final diameter of 4 mm. Following cooling, two cylindrical samples (15 mm × Ø 4 mm each) were cut. In order to induce the ductile γ phase in the microstructure, one of the samples was solution annealed at 1433 K for 24 h with a heating rate of 3 K/s. Subsequently, the sample was furnace cooled down to 1133 K and held there for 4 h. For the post-extrusion heat treatment, the sample was encapsulated in a quartz tube in argon atmosphere. Henceforth, the as-extruded sample and the post-extrusion heat-treated sample will be referred to as sample A and sample B, respectively.

For microstructural and magnetic characterisation, 1 mm thick disc-shaped slices (1 mm × 0.4 mm) were cut from each sample. The disc-shaped samples were then investigated in the SEM in combination with EBSD. The exact composition of the samples, in the as-extruded and extruded heat-treated conditions, was measured by EDS. The metallographic samples were hot-mounted into conductive Bakelite and the polishing was finalised by colloidal silica. For the measurements a Tescan FERA3 SEM, equipped with EDAX analysers (Octane Super 60 mm$^2$ for EDS and DigiView IV for EBSD), was used. Magnetisation of the samples was measured as a function of temperature and magnetic field with a commercial vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) on a PPMS 9 system from Quantum Design. For the thermomagnetic measurements, the temperature ranged between 10 and 1000 K, with a
heating/cooling rate of 4 K/min, under an applied magnetic field of 10 mT. The magnetic-field-dependent magnetisation measurements were performed for different temperatures – 10, 100, 200, and 300 K – within a magnetic field range of 0 to 9 T.

The bulk cylindrical samples (14 mm × 4 mm each) were measured by means of Laue 3DNDT. Laue 3DNDT is a recently developed method, able to return information regarding a sample’s grain positions, orientation distribution and texture, as well as morphology, from a large sample volume, for grains larger than a few 100 μm [26,27]. The Laue neutron diffraction measurements were performed at the E11 beam-port of the BERII reactor of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. For data acquisition the FALCON [28] double-detector system was employed. The thermal neutron spectrum was used with 0.3° divergence, allowing for diffraction from all grains constituting the samples, simultaneously. Both samples were measured at ambient temperature and with no load imposed while rotated within an angular range of 320° and angular step Δω = 1°, with a total scanning time of 2.7 h (30 s per exposure). Fig. 1 depicts a schematic of the FALCON far-field diffraction setup, with the sample positioned in the centre of the setup, on a rotational stage that allows for tomographic measurements to be recorded. In Fig. 1a and b Laue images for samples A and B, respectively, are displayed as recorded on the forward diffraction detector at ω = 0°, after background subtraction. In both sets of Laue diffraction measurements the detector-to-sample distance was 165(2) mm, for both the forward and back-scattering detector. The Laue 3DNDT data analysis was carried out in a two-step process; the grain indexing was performed following the data processing described in Ref. [26] and the morphological grain reconstruction was carried out according to Ref. [27].

In order to characterise the failure mode and the ductility of the specimens, monotonous compression tests until fracture were performed. The tests were carried out using a servohydraulic Instron 8872 machine operated in the position control mode using a strain rate of 0.05%/s. Strains on the samples’ surface were tracked by digital image correlation (DIC) using a synchronised 12 Mpx Ximea MX124MG-SY-X2. Prior to testing, the samples’ surface was black/white speckle-patterned with an Iwata Custom Micron CM-C Plus airbrush. The recorded images were processed using the Mercury software that delivered 2D Lagrange strain fields for individual images using the sample surface prior to loading as a reference. The temperature of samples was simultaneously monitored using a Infratec ImageIR 8300 (640 × 512 px) cooled infrared camera. The evolution of the temperature was evaluated using the temperature averaged over the whole monitored area of the sample that coincided with area tracked by DIC.

The composition (nominal and measured) of both samples, along with their structural transformation temperatures, magnetic ordering temperatures, valence electron concentration, e/a, and magnetic valence number, Zm, are given in Table 1.

### Table 1: Nominal and measured compositions, structural transformation temperatures (M_s, M_f, A_s, A_f), magnetic ordering temperatures (T^α, T^γ), valence electron concentration number (e/a), and magnetic valence number (Z_m) of samples A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample A</th>
<th>Sample B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>As-extruded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal composition (at.%)</td>
<td>49Co-21Ni-30Ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured composition of B2 (at.%)</td>
<td>52.62Co-22.08Ni-25.29Ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured composition of γ (at.%)</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_s (K)</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_f (K)</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_s (K)</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_f (K)</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T^α (K)</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T^γ (K)</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e/a of B2 matrix</td>
<td>7.7025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z_m of B2 matrix</td>
<td>~0.2325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* After γ precipitation occurs, T^γ is found to be 975 K while the magnetic ordering temperature of the B2 matrix, T^α, drops to 211 K.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. Alloy microstructure from EBSD

Fig. 2a, b show the granular microstructures of samples A and B along with the grain orientation distribution with respect to the bar axis, colour-coded according to the inverse pole figure (IPF). The EBSD IPF map of sample A (Fig. 2a) shows that the microstructure is heterogeneous, with grain size and shape greatly varying over the cross section. The sample also contains coarse elongated “parent” grains, > 1–2 mm in length, containing fine subgrains of mutually similar orientations with grain sizes extending down to the sub-micron scale. Other parts of the sample exhibit random grain orientations. The sample’s overall inhomogeneous microstructure is in good agreement with results reported by Karsten et al. [24] and Niendorf et al. [25] who attributed this to the non-homogeneously distributed dynamic recrystallisation induced by the extrusion process. Along the direction of the sample axis, matching the extrusion direction, the grain elongation is expected to be higher. No martensitic twins are visible within the field-of-view, which is in agreement with the results of the phase analysis (Fig. 2c), returning solely the B2 phase, with no secondary A1 γ or L1₀ martensitic phases present.

The EBSD IPF map of sample B (Fig. 2b) clearly shows that the post-extrusion heat treatment resulted in significant grain growth and gave
rise to an oligocrystalline microstructure along with a notable reduced number density of grain boundaries and triple points. The grain orientation distribution shows no strong preferred grain orientation with only two grains showing near-<100> orientation along the out-of-plane projection. The phase analysis (Fig. 2d) returned volume fractions of 88.7% for the B2 matrix phase and 11.3% for the $\gamma$-CoNiGa precipitates within grain interior regions as well as those decorating grain boundaries. No martensitic twins were found, indicating that the L10 martensitic phase, for both samples, only appears below room temperature. In addition, it can be noted that none of the samples exhibits intergranular cracking. This indicates that no cracks were introduced during the hot extrusion process and subsequent cooling to room temperature.

The microstructure in the post-extrusion heat-treated condition is in good agreement with similar hot-extruded CoNiGa samples from Ref. [24 and 25], having grain sizes also in the mm scale and decorated with $\gamma$-CoNiGa precipitates. Karsten et al. [24] investigated the effect of different initial (prior to extrusion) sample diameters upon the grain formation. Their findings indicate that samples with initial diameters ranging between 8 and 15 mm had, to some extent, differences in their grain morphology in the as-extruded condition. Simulations of the extrusion process showed that the main influencing factor on the dynamic recrystallisation was the forming temperature during extrusion which was more homogeneously distributed for smaller-diameter samples. This in turn impacts the degree of grain growth and microstructure evolution during the final stage of heat treatment.

According to them, recrystallisation and grain growth occur heterogeneously throughout the material, and can be described in terms of nucleation and growth stages; discontinuous subgrain growth, primary recrystallisation, and abnormal grain growth [29]. The latter is found to be greatly influenced by grain size distribution. Fine microstructures, also containing subgrain formations (as in sample A), will result in more pronounced abnormal grain growth, which finally leads to an oligocrystalline homogeneous microstructure [30,31], as seen in sample B.

The 2D microstructure information obtained from EBSD (Fig. 2), while providing a good estimation of the samples’ grain morphology, is insufficient to fully characterise the specimens. 3D information is necessary to relate it to mechanical properties. 3D EBSD analysis could be employed to retrieve such information but, due to being destructive, the mechanical properties of the samples cannot be determined. Alternatively, it is possible to perform a non-destructive microstructure reconstruction using a 3D Laue method. Revisiting Fig. 1b and c it is seen that the Laue patterns, and consequently the microstructures, of the two samples are profoundly different. The reflections originating from sample A (Fig. 1b), with small and big diffraction spots in sight, including sizeable, elongated reflections, demonstrate its inhomogeneous microstructure. The elongated features are found to be clusters of fine reflections. This confirms the presence of a highly textured sub-grain microstructure, as seen in the EBSD map (Fig. 2a), and hints to elongated grains also along the sample’s long axis. In contrast, the Lauegram of
sample B (Fig. 1c), showing less number of clearly distinguishable diffraction spots, suggests a rather homogeneous large grain microstructure, in line with the EBSD map of Fig. 2b.

3.2. Alloy microstructure from Laue 3DNDT

Fig. 3a shows the reconstructed 3D model of the microstructure of sample B in isoprojection. Ortho-slices of the microstructure along the x-y and x-z planes are given in Fig. 3b. The final 3D reconstruction can also be seen in the Supplementary Video 1. In total, 20 grains were indexed and reconstructed within the entire sample volume. The average grain size is 3.3(1) mm with a standard deviation of 0.46 mm, highlighting a rather uniform grain size. The reconstructed grains were indexed with a B2 cubic crystal structure with a lattice parameter of $a = 2.8657(2) \, \text{Å}$. No L10 or A1 phases were detected, suggesting that at room temperature, within the Laue 3DNDT resolution limit, the sample is dominated by the B2 phase. From the reconstructed 3D grain microstructure model, it is clearly seen that the morphology of the grains is relatively isotropic, i.e. not bamboo-like elongated along the z-axis. Minor grain details, particularly from the outer regions, might be missing due to spatial resolution limitations in these far-field measurements with a relatively divergent neutron beam. The orientation distribution of the grains, highlighted by the IPF colour-map and the IPF given in Fig. 3c, shows no signs of a strong preferred crystallographic orientation. Additionally, none of the grains exhibits a near-<100> orientation along the sample's long axis direction. Calculating the misorientation angles between the indexed grains we find that no adjacent grains (apart from one pair) have a misorientation angle less than 15°, thus practically no low-angle grain boundaries exist in the microstructure. It appears that the post-extrusion annealing and ageing of sample B had resulted in a non-textured oligocrystalline and reasonably homogeneous microstructure with high-angle grain boundaries only.

3.3. Structural and magnetic phase transitions

Results of the magnetisation measurements at 10 mT as a function of temperature, for both samples, are shown in Fig. 4. The measurements were performed in two consecutive steps; i) cooling from 400 K to 10 K and heating back to 400 K, ii) heating from 400 K to 1000 K and cooling back to 400 K. The magnetisation curve of sample A (Fig. 4a) shows martensitic transformation occurring below room temperature...
Ms = 274 K and Mf = 245 K) and reverse transformation upon heating at about 300 K (As = 277 K and Af = 303 K). The differences in magnetisation levels between martensite and austenite are due to their different magnetocrystalline anisotropies, giving rise to the distinct step changes in magnetisation, highlighting the reversible martensitic transformation, which can be easily tracked down with these low-field thermomagnetic measurements. While at low fields austenite, due to its lower magnetocrystalline anisotropy, is magnetically softer, the opposite behaviour is observed at high applied magnetic fields [32–34], with martensite exhibiting higher than austenite saturation magnetisation (cf. Fig. 5) demonstrating a change of magnetocrystalline anisotropy [34].

The sample is ferromagnetically ordered below 412 K (Tc of B2 matrix), at which the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition occurs upon cooling. Further increasing the temperature, above Tc, induces a new phase at about 700 K. This is attributed to precipitation of Co-rich γ-CoNiGa, which is known to have similar magnetisation behaviour and Curie temperatures as the one observed here (Tc = 975 K) [35–37]. The small drop in magnetisation just below 800 K before further increasing, as similarly observed by Wang et al. [35], might be ascribed to an extra structural transition of the γ particles, possibly from the disordered A1 (Co,NiGa) into the ordered L12 ((Co,Ni)3Ga) phase with two sublattices, that would be related to the thermal (in)stability of the γ precipitates during VSM heating [35]. During cooling from 1000 K the γ phase persists and the sample remains ferromagnetically ordered for the entire temperature range below 1000 K. This indicates that the irreversible precipitation of γ phase, taking place at high temperature, can be fully tracked down in the in-situ VSM experiment.

A second low-field magnetisation measurement between 10 K and 400 K (Fig. 4b) was performed to verify the assumption of irreversible changes at high temperatures. The sample indeed exhibits a different magnetic behaviour from the first cycle. The magnetisation of the sample remains non-zero (> 4 emu/g) within the 10–400 K temperature interval. The B2-γ coexistence is thus apparent while the martensitic transformation is not as profound as before, making clear that the γ phase had stabilised the austenitic phase and suppressed the martensitic transformation. The magnetisation below and over Ms = 58 K is almost at the same level, indicating that even at really low temperatures the sample is still dominated by the B2 cubic phase and any martensitic transformation does not fully progress. Additional cooling-heating cycles showed that no more changes occurred indicating that the sample had become stable. An inflection point seen at 97 K upon heating (cf. inset of Fig. 4b) is attributed to spin reorientation, also observed in Ni-Fe-Ga single crystals [38].

The magnetisation curve of sample B, cf. Fig. 4c, clearly shows that the sample contains B2 phase matrix and γ phase precipitates from the very beginning of the VSM experiment. The martensitic transformation upon cooling starts at Mm = 163 K, which is significantly lower than that of sample A before recrystallisation. The magnetic ordering temperature of the B2 matrix is 310 K while that of the γ phase is 912 K. The low-field magnetisation in the martensitic region is lower than in the austenitic one above Ms, again highlighting the different magnetocrystalline anisotropies of the two phases. Above Tc, the magnetisation is non-zero, which is clearly connected to the precipitated γ-CoNiGa, with the sample exhibiting a similar behaviour to that of sample A after recrystallisation and precipitation. A small hysteresis seen above Tc hints to possible additional precipitation of γ phase due to VSM in-situ heating. As such, similarly to sample A, a second cooling-heating cycle between 10 K and 400 K was performed for sample B (cf. inset of Fig. 4c). The measurement shows clear magnetisation changes, which are attributed to further precipitation of γ-CoNiGa, shifting the Mc and the Tc to even lower values, at about 126 K and 260 K, respectively. This too demonstrates the significant effect that γ phase precipitation has on the martensitic transformation.
To evaluate the $M_s$ with respect to the composition of the samples, the valence electron concentration number, $e/a$, was calculated using the following expression: $\sum (N_e \times e_i^2)/100$, where $N_e$ is the atomic fraction of element $X$ and $e_i^2$ its number of valence electrons. $e/a$ is thus directly connected to the composition of the samples. It has been a commonly used parameter in SMA research for predicting and evaluating martensitic transformation temperatures, with both theoretical and experimental findings suggesting a strong correlation between $e/a$ and martensitic start temperature. For example, for NiMnGa alloys it is found that $e/a$ and $M_s$ have an almost perfect linear relationship [39].

The exact correlation of $e/a$ and $M_s$ for CoNiGa alloys, though, is unclear, with the content of Ga in the alloys seeming to be important; in some cases, the linearity of $M_s$ and $e/a$ holds only for the same Ga level, and for a constant $e/a$, higher Ga content results in higher $M_s$ [10,13,40]. Examining the $e/a$ ratio values of samples A and B, given in Table 1, it is seen that the value of sample A is higher, which could potentially explain its higher $M_s$. Considering a linear relationship between $M_s$ and $e/a$, though, in accordance to Ref. [10,13,40], and, the overall martensitic transformation temperatures, for both samples, are expected to be significantly higher, demonstrating that the linear relationship is not strictly fulfilled. According to Cherkenko et al. [41], an inflection seems to exist at an $e/a$ value of about 7.7 for NiMnGa alloys, which could also be the case for CoNiGa. Yet, looking at the results of Craiciucescu et al. [42], a good linear relationship between the two parameters is observed, even for an $e/a$ value up to 7.8, although only the nominal composition of the alloys was considered and whether the samples had a single or double phase was not mentioned. All the above make clear that simple compositional considerations, in terms of the valence electron concentration, do not suffice for predicting and tuning the $M_s$.

Another key aspect that seems to affect the $M_s$ temperature is the magnetic character of the samples. A specimen with a strongly magnetic B2 matrix, having high Co content, high $T_C$ and high magnetic moment, is assumed to have a more stable austenitic parent phase and thus lower martensitic transformation temperature [40]. To estimate the magnetic behaviour of the samples the magnetic valence number, $Z_m$, of the parent phase can be used. In principle, the magnetic valence gives the contribution of each element to the total magnetisation of a sample when only $d$-band electrons are considered [43]. It is a (positive or negative) integer number for each column of the periodic table, given by $Z_m = 2N_e - Z$, where $N_e$ is the spin-up $d$-band valence electrons and $Z$ the chemical valence. For Co, Ni, and Ga the magnetic valence is 1, 0, and −3, respectively. The total magnetic valence number of a sample is then given by the sum of the magnetic valence of each element scaled by its atomic fraction within the sample. Hence, higher Co and/or lower Ga contents result in a higher (i.e. more positive) magnetic valence number, which is found to lead to higher $T_C$, higher magnetic moment, and higher saturation magnetisation [13,43]. Sample A, with more positive $Z_m$, should thus exhibit enhanced magnetic properties when compared to sample B, which is evidently apparent by the higher $T_C$ of its B2 matrix. Furthermore, looking at the field-dependent magnetisation measurements in Fig. 5, one sees that the saturation magnetisation of sample A is consistently higher than that of sample B (cf. Fig. 5c), for the entire temperature range of 10−300 K, with the largest difference being at room temperature, where the B2 austenitic phase prevails. The overall higher saturation magnetisation of sample A could be partially attributed to the higher Co content of its B2 matrix, as reflected by its $Z_m$. Sample B though, contains fractions of Co-rich $\gamma$-phase, which is expected to increase its saturation magnetisation. As shown by Wang et al. [36], double-phase samples, having similar compositions, exhibit higher saturation magnetisation when the $\gamma$-phase fraction is higher, but linear correlation between saturation magnetisation and $Z_m$ cannot be firmly assumed. On the other hand, it is seen that a large increase of $\gamma$-phase fraction, more than 20%, only increases the saturation magnetisation by less than 2 emu/g. A higher ordering degree in austenite (e.g. L2₁ instead of B2) for sample A, could also potentially explain its higher saturation magnetisation [44], however no evidence of such crystal structure was detected by our applied methods.

In spite of sample A having a more positive $Z_m$ than sample B, and in contrast to what is expected, its $M_s$ is also notably higher. This shows that, as in the case of $e/a$, $Z_m$ alone is not sufficient to predict the $M_s$, and a synergy between $e/a$ and $Z_m$ might exist. Based on their experimental results, Dogan et al. [40] attempted to draw empirical expressions using linear regression to predict the martensitic start temperatures. The derived equations were either a function of $e/a$ and $Z_m$, or a function of the Co and Ga contents. Employing the numbers given in Table 1, in conjunction with the aforementioned expressions, we find that the martensitic start temperatures, for both sample A and sample B, should exceed 400 K, which contradicts the present results, although Dogan et al. [40] used only single-phase CoNiGa specimens.

The above make clear that the main key parameter is the $\gamma$ phase precipitation and its phase fraction. As evident by the magnetisation measurements, given in Fig. 4, and more profoundly from the second magnetisation measurements of samples A and B (Fig. 4b and inset of Fig. 4c), $\gamma$ precipitates immediately shift the $M_s$ to lower values and hinder the martensitic transformation. This can be, in one part, attributed to compositional changes of the B2 matrix, that should also be reflected upon $e/a$ (and/or $Z_m$), as was clearly evidenced in the study of Liu et al. [20]; precipitation of $\gamma$ after different heat treatments resulted in a gradual increase of the Ga content in the B2 matrix which in turn led to a decrease of both $e/a$ and $M_s$. Since the $\gamma$ phase is non-transformable though, its phase fraction as well as the grain region, where the precipitates are situated, are also essential to the functional behaviour of the samples. Large $\gamma$ fractions drastically reduce the phase fraction of the martensitically transformable B2 phase, having a direct effect upon the transformation behaviour and magnetic properties of the samples.

3.4. Compression stress-strain behaviour

Fig. 6a, b present compression behaviour until fracture of samples A and B, respectively. Stress-strain curves in the centre are supplemented with the record of in-situ sample temperature evaluated by infrared camera. The surrounding pictures show spatially resolved axial strain maps evaluated by DIC and optical images of the samples in selected loading stages, as well as fracture surfaces. It is seen that sample B exhibits significantly higher yield stress, more than two times higher strength, and two times larger strain at failure than sample A. The stress-strain curves feature stress plateaus appearing between loading stages 2 and 3. This is due to the fact that the plastic deformation starts by the stress-induced martensitic transformation. This can be deduced from the: i) larger yield stress of sample B with lower $M_s$, ii) local temperature maxima at the onset of plastic deformation due to the latent heat and iii) deformation bands with highly localised strain, typical for stress-induced transformation, observed by DIC. The temperature changes must be interpreted with caution as they integrally reflect the heat effects of all involved deformation processes; in our case, besides martensitic transformation, also the heat dissipated by plastic deformation via dislocation slip. Sample B shows four times lower local temperature peak compared to sample A and temperature increase with strain in later stages of deformation is also lower. This suggests that the stress-induced martensitic transformation is more active in the small-grain-size sample A than in sample B. The most likely reason for this is the larger transformation stress needed to activate the stress-induced transformation in sample B.

The strain maps reveal localised deformation via shear bands that span over multiple grains of sample A and individual grains in the case of sample B. While the deformation remains localised until the rupture in sample B, it becomes rather homogeneous in the case of sample
A. Cracks become visible on the surface of both samples at stage 6, when maximum stress is reached. The cracking is accompanied by higher temperature increase in the case of sample B giving rise to the sharp temperature peak. The failure of sample A is via brittle fracture with the sample literally falling apart (cf. red arrow pointing to crystallites in photograph 8 of Fig. 6a). Sample B accommodates much more plastic deformation prior to failure, as shown in photographs 7–9 in Fig. 6b. The fracture surfaces in Fig. 6a and 6b (bottom right) reveal fracture facets, the size of which reflects the grain size of both samples.

The lesser tendency towards strain localisation and strain hardening capability of sample B is attributed to the lesser activity of stress induced martensitic transformation in the deformation process. The plastic deformation by slip might be further promoted by the presence of $\gamma$ phase precipitates within sample B (Fig. 2), as speculated in the literature [45,46]. In any case, although sample B is more ductile than sample A, both samples suffer from intergranular cracking and brittle fracture. The extreme elastic and transformation anisotropy of this alloy, combined with the tendency towards strain localisation, suppresses the ductility of this material at room temperature beyond 6% strain. Solution-annealed samples, having microstructure and texture comparable to sample B, exhibit similar behaviour [23]. While the small number of grains, and thus critical grain boundaries and triple points, in the sample cross-section, has a positive impact on the overall ductility and pseudoelastic response of the specimens, the high degree of misorientation of adjacent grains causes stress concentrations near grain boundaries and damage evolution.

Fig. 6. Compression test at room temperature until fracture of (a) the as-extruded sample A and (b) the post-extrusion heat-treated sample B. Samples’ temperature (blue curves) is monitored and surface strain is evaluated by DIC during the test. The 2D strain maps show axial strain component in selected stages of the test. Optical images show the sample surfaces prior to loading (stage 1) and prior to rupture (stages 6–9) - see also complete Supplementary Videos 2 and 3 informing strain evolution during the test. Fracture surfaces are shown in the lower right corners.
4. Conclusions

Two CoNiGa FSMA samples, prepared by a novel method of hot-extrusion, were examined in the as-extruded and the post-extrusion heat-treated conditions, using a multiscale investigation in order to reveal their mechanical, structural, and magnetic properties. It was found that post-extrusion solutionising heat-treatment results in significant grain growth and precipitation of γ phase, giving rise to an oligocrystalline homogeneous microstructure throughout the entire volume of the sample, with reduced number density of grain boundaries and triple points. The 3D microstructure of the sample in the heat-treated condition was evaluated by Laue three-dimensional neutron diffraction tomography, which revealed the dominance of nearly spherical grains with no clear sign of preferred crystallographic orientation.

Structural phase transformation temperatures and magnetic transformation temperatures of different phases were evaluated by VSM magnetic measurements in the temperature range 10 K – 1000 K. It was found that γ precipitation affects both structural and magnetic transitions. The shift of the martensitic transformation to lower temperatures by the γ precipitates is attributed to a combination of the phase fraction of the γ phase, compositional changes of the parent B2 matrix, and magnetic changes.

Compression tests at room temperature, in combination with digital image correlation and thermography, showed that the post-extrusion heat-treated alloy exhibits improved ductility, higher transformation stress and higher strength compared to the as-extruded alloy although the alloy exhibits brittleness when deformed beyond 6% strain. Overall, controlling the composition of the samples, as well as the phase fraction and stability of the γ-CoNiGa phase, seems to be the dominant factor that significantly alters the samples' properties, is of paramount importance to the optimal functionality of CoNiGa alloys.
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